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INT. CHIP CHESTER’S - GAME ROOM - MORNING

*
*

The lights go down and everyone turns their attention to the
stage... MR. CRUNCH, another mascot, appears behind a DJ
BOOTH, speaking in a strip club style baritone voice.
MR. CRUNCH
Ladies and gentlemen, moms and
dads, boys and girls, welcome to
our holiday blowout! Thank you for
spending your Christmas Eve day
with us! You know our motto, when
you’ve got literally nowhere else
to go, come here! Now, the moment
you’ve all been waiting for...
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Transition out from the MOON to a PIZZA as we pull back for a
GOODFELLAS style tracking shot through the Chuck E. Cheese
style play room which is totally decked out for Christmas.
Lit up trees, mouse-themed wreaths and all the mascots
adorned with cute little Santa hats.
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Chip jumps down onto his light-up platform and starts to
dance. He is in the fucking zone, pointing at kids, grabbing
the moms and seductively dipping them, having an absolute
blast. Until...

*

One of the kids, DENISE, 11, squints her eyes. She whispers
to her friend. The fun has stopped, something is off. A piece
of Chip’s human skin sticks out from the arm.

*

We do 3 push-ins on the eyes of Denise ALA Sergio Leone, then
3 push-ins on the eyes of the mascot.

*
*

CONTINUED >

*
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DENISE
HE’S A FAKE!!!!
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A normal “CLAP YOUR HANDS” Kids-Bop style song starts as the
curtain opens. Munch hits a button and an AIRHORN BLASTS. A
fog machine shoots a blast of smoke. Emerging from the mist
is CHIP CHESTER, a mousey mascot. The kids lose their minds.
He is The Beatles. Elvis. An ICON.

The mood shifts. The kids become aggressive. They pile on to
Chip and for the first time we hear him speak... It is none
other than the voice of KELLY HAGISK, HAGS himself, now 24
years old!
HAGS
HEY! STOP IT! NO BITING! HELP! DEAR
GOD, SOMEONE HELP ME!

Hags tosses a kid off his shoulder and into a table. We are
transported into the mask to meet a terrified Hags.
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HAGS (CONT’D)
I’m gonna be sick on myself. Too
much motion. It’s like when a
surfer is lost in a wave. My
equilibrium is in a Goddamn
tailspin.
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Hags is taken to the ground.
HAGS (CONT’D)
This is it. This is how I die.

Hags crawls towards the back room with kids on him like he’s
in Vietnam. The sound has gone out of the room. The haunting
sight and sound of Animatronics mocking him.
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INT. LASTER TAG VEST ROOM - DAY
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Hags dives in and rips his mask off. He takes a beat against
the door when the kids start SLAMMING it. He runs off.

*
*
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INT. LASER TAG ARENA - DAY

Hags enters. Costume tattered. These kids are legitimately
dangerous. He runs behind a barricade and hides out.
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INT. LASTER TAG VEST ROOM - DAY

The kids barge in and we get quick cuts of them cocking the
guns and putting their vests on. This is war.
INT. LASER TAG ARENA - DAY
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Hags says a little prayer behind the glow in the dark wall.
CONT’D >

*
<END
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DENISE (O.S.)
We’re going to make him pay for
lying to us.

Hags looks through the spy-hole and sees the kids holding the
mascot head on a gun.
The kids are in single file, walking slowly towards Hags.
They get up right behind them when-A REAL RED LASER shoots a hole through the barricade.
HOLY SHIT.

HAGS

*

